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Abstract

Risk analysis and intervention planning are important in fire prevention and risk management strategies. This study has shown that it is possible to use fire safety engineering models to estimate the development of fires on a realistic scale, and the corresponding requirement for extinguishing media. Data from the London Fire Brigade (UK) were used to investigate a possible correlation between the area of the fire and the fire-fighting measures employed. This data, together with data from two old investigations, published in the literature, were used to evaluate existing models for the dimensioning of manual fire suppression using water. The demand for water was also investigated theoretically and experimentally. Theoretical investigations were carried out using data from small-scale tests found in the literature, and data from real fires in London (UK). Experimental studies were carried out employing large-scale suppression tests in order to evaluate the difference in efficiency between a low-pressure and a high-pressure nozzle. The heat stress on the fire fighters was also studied. Apart from water, gaseous extinguishing media were also investigated with regard to the effect of external heat radiation on the required medium concentration.
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A little fire is quickly trodden out;
Which, being suffered, rivers cannot quench.

W. Shakespeare
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Sammanfattning
(Executive summary in Swedish)

Då avhandlingen är skriven på engelska, följer här en svensk sammanfattning av innehållet i de sex uppsatser som avhandlingen lagts samman av. Tanken som genomsyrat arbetet är att det i förväg går att bedöma storleken på bränder och att det i förväg går att bedöma resursbehovet för att kunna hantera dem. För vissa släckmedel, till exempel mellanskum och lättsskum finns redan praktiskt användbara metoder för dimensionering. För släckning med vatten är läget annorlunda. Därför ägnas största intresset just vatten, det släckmedel som används vid de allra flesta bränder.

Uppsats I

Uppsats II
Tyvärr finns det stora brister i att kunna bedöma släckeffekten vid släckinsatser med vatten. I den andra uppsatsen redovisas en statistisk undersökning av material insamlat av brandorsaksutredare vid London Fire

**Uppsats III**


**Uppsats IV**
Den fjärde uppsatsen behandlar ytverkan vid brandsläckning. Genom att studera energibalansen vid bränsleytan, kan vattenbehovet för släckning uppskattas. Denna termiska släckteori brukar kallas *Fire Point Theory*, och validerades genom att jämföra teoretiskt beräknad lägsta vattenpåföring för släckning med det minsta flöde som uppmätts vid experiment i liten och medelstor skala. Detta flöde är ca 0.002 g/m²s, räknat per bränsleyta. Det minsta flödet för släckning är dock inte det som ger den minsta totala mängden vatten, och därmed det bästa resursutnyttjandet. Med hjälp av experiment kunde konstateras att det finns ett flöde som är högre än det minsta flödet för släckning som ger en minsta total volym vatten. Detta flöde ligger cirka tio gånger högre, 0.02 g/m²s. Om flödet ökas ytterligare, kommer totalmängden att börja stiga. Genom att använda statistiken från uppsats II kunde förhållandet mellan vattenmängd och vattenflöde studeras även för verkliga bränder. Det visade sig att förhållandet får samma principiella utseende. Det flöde som gav lägsta totalvolym är 0.2 g/m²s, det vill säga tio gånger högre. Skillnaden förklaras till åtminstone en faktor 2 av flödet normerats mot golvytan snarare än bränsleytan. Räddnings-tjänstens optimala vattenflöde ligger alltså i storleksordningen 5 gånger högre än motsvarande flöden för experiment. Kontrolltiden vid experimenten, definierad som den tid vid vilken bränslets vikt börjar att öka, är kort vid den minsta totalvolymen, i storleksordningen 10 s. Vid de verkliga bränderna mättes släckningens varaktighet till 300 s vid den minsta totala vattenförbrukningen. De två olika tidsdefinitioner orsakar åtminstone en faktor 5 av skillnaden. Dessutom hålls strålrören sällan öppna kontinuerligt vid de verkliga bränderna, vilket gör att den tid som verkliga använts för släckning i realiteten är en faktor 2-3 kortare än vid
motsvarande experiment. Dessutom blir tiden kortare vid experiment där samma scenario upprepas, än vid verkliga bränder där varje scenario är unikt och okänt i förväg, vilket ger i storleksordningen en faktor 1.5 i skillnad. Under dessa förutsättningar förklaras hela skillnaden mellan experimenten och de verkliga bränderna. Vid det flöde som gav lägst totalvolym blev den totala mängden 0.2 l/m² vid experimenten och 60 l/m² vid de verkliga bränderna, en skillnad som förklaras av de tidigare beskrivna faktorerna. En annan, förmodligen viktig, faktor är att statistiken från de verkliga bränderna är bristfällig och bygger på subjektiva uppskattningsmönster. Denna faktor kan förmodligen endast uppskattas om (några) brandbilar utrustas med vattenflödesmätare.

Uppsats V

Uppsats VI
av fasta släcksystem för rumsskydd kan ifrågasättas. Att utgå från inerteringsgränsen vid dimensionering ger alltså system med en bättre definierad prestanda än om dimensioneringen görs utifrån cup-burner-data med en säkerhetsmarginal. Dessutom blir dimensioneringen mindre beroende av vilken försöksutrustning som används. I en storskalig cup burner, 3.0 m i diameter och med en bränsleskål 0.150 m i diameter användes halon 1301, HFC-227ea och HFC blend A för att släcka bränder i heptan och metanol. När utrustningens skala ökades, ökade den nödvändiga koncentrationen av släckmedel för att nå släckning något.
Background

The scope of this thesis was to demonstrate the possibility of determining the demand for resources in advance for the manual suppression of room fires. This is important to facilitate the extinction of fires and the dimensioning of resources, i.e. to quantify the knowledge conveyed by Shakespeare [1]:

"A little fire is quickly trodden out;
Which, being suffered, rivers cannot quench."

At a SFPE workshop in February 2000 to develop a research agenda for the fire protection engineering profession, current knowledge in the subject was summarised. Regarding fire suppression, it was asserted that [2]:

"In the area of fire suppression, there has been a fair amount of research into halon alternatives and water mist; however, a quantitative understanding of fire suppression is still lacking in most areas. The minimum water application rates for sprinkler systems, which are the most widely used suppression systems, to achieve fire suppression or control are unknown in all but a limited number of cases. Research is needed to better predict suppression system efficacy."

The above concerns primarily active fire suppression systems. A quantitative understanding of manual fire suppression is lacking to an even greater extent, although we have long had a qualitative understanding of how to suppress fires, as illustrated in Figure 1, first published in 1968 [3].

The work presented in this thesis concerns manual fire suppression of diffusion flames at normal gravity. The focus is on room fires, mainly in wood, but other fuels will be discussed briefly. Water is the primary extinguishing medium, but it is compared with other extinguishing media. Small-scale experiments are included, but the main effort has been devoted to fires of larger scale, i.e. the size of fires normally confronting fire brigades. I hope to bridge part of the gap between theory and small-scale testing on the one hand, and practice and large-scale tests on the other. The focus of the work is on the interaction between the extinguishing medium and the fire. This means that events taking place after the extinguishing agent leaves the nozzle of the fire-hose are considered. Events taking place before the medium leaves the nozzle, e.g. the problems of getting the nozzles to the right place at the right time, are matters of command, which
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is a management issue. This topic is indeed interesting, but beyond the scope of this thesis.

![Figure 1. Qualitative knowledge regarding the relation between time and intensity of a fire and the corresponding fire-fighting operation. From [3], with permission.](image-url)
Planning of fire-fighting operations
(Paper I)

At the end of the 19th century, when the first full-time fire brigades were founded in Sweden, they normally consisted of one shift. Firemen lived at the station and were on duty more or less day and night, all year around. At the end of the 20th century, with four shifts and regulated holidays, the time fire fighters are on duty has been reduced. The time available to keep up to date with all special hazards and new equipment has decreased over the years, due to larger response areas and shorter working hours.

Fire brigades rely on the use of water in fighting almost every fire. At the same time, water is a costly resource. In Sweden, the development during recent decades is toward smaller water mains [4]. The reason is that consumers are using less water, leading to smaller water flows in the mains. Smaller flows require smaller pipes, to maintain high water quality. Some fire brigades have solved this problem by using tank trucks to a greater extent. Thus, one cannot be sure of unlimited water supply and must plan for the best use of the extinguishing agent to obtain the highest extinction capacity.

There are two main elements in fire fighting strategy: context and optimisation [5]. The context includes knowledge of the situation and the possibility of the incident commander to gain an overview of the situation. Optimisation is concerned with the demand for resources made by the fire and the resources which can be provided by the fire brigade. Optimisation means aiming as high as the resources allow. Access to information on the object is perhaps one of the greatest problems when fighting fires. One study has shown that at major fires, the commanding officer did not know the extent of fire spread at critical points in time during the operation [6]. In some cases, the fire did spread, while in others the spread of the fire was halted due to compartmentalisation, but the interesting point is that the fire brigade was unaware of the degree of spread of the fire. One of the reasons why the fire brigade could not handle the fires studied appears to be difficulties in putting the fire into context, e.g. knowing the extent and spread of the fire in relation to the building layout, fire compartmentalisation and active systems.

One answer to the problem of keeping fire fighters updated with the right information about risk objects and problems involved in changes in resources is pre-fire planning based on risk analysis. The process of putting the fire into context is also facilitated by having a pre-fire plan.
This process of pre-fire planning is outlined in a licentiate dissertation [7] and condensed into Paper I, where it was shown to be possible to dimension resources for extinguishing fires in buildings. Using an event tree technique and fire safety engineering models, the size of fires at specific premises can be estimated and compared with the available fire brigade resources. The total damage caused by the fire and the methods that can be used to fight it can then be evaluated. (See figure 10 in Paper I.) The method is exemplified by an analysis of one large and one small chemical warehouse, located at different places, leading to the availability of different resources. It was shown to be possible to introduce risk management procedures and fire safety engineering models into fire fighting tactics.

The process of pre-fire planning consists of two parts. The first involves an estimation of the consequences of fire. The determination of the size of fire in terms of, for example, the rate of energy release or volume, is the foundation on which an evaluation of the damage can be based. The damage can be divided into injury to persons, and damage to property and the environment. An important aspect of this evaluation is to assess the development of fire, and the effects of active and passive fire protection systems. It is, for example, necessary to identify possible fire containment lines.

The second part is concerned with the evaluation of the capacity of the fire brigade, expressed in terms of extinction potential. If the fire-fighting operation is expressed in the same terms as the fire, the two may be compared. An extinction capacity greater than the demand made by the fire means that it is possible to launch an offensive operation. If, on the other hand, the demand made by the fire is greater than the extinction capacity, an offensive operation will not attain its aim, and a defensive approach is preferable, i.e. directing efforts towards containing the fire within its boundaries.

Whichever the choice of extinguishing agent, the method to analyse fire-fighting operations is similar regardless being used before the fire, in a pre-fire planning situation, during a fire to analyse the situation, or after a fire for evaluation purposes. Used for pre-fire planning, it is part of the risk management process. In this process, scenarios may be revealed in which intervention is insufficient to reduce the consequences below the accepted level. These cases should instead be managed by fire-prevention measures.

In making a risk analysis, plausible fire scenarios at different premises are identified. The outcome in terms of injury to people on and off site, and
damage to property and the environment is evaluated. The resources available; i.e. the number of fire brigade units and the flow of water is known in advance of almost every case of fire. It is therefore possible to identify, by pre-fire planning, which fires can be extinguished with the resources available and which fires can not. This is, or at least ought to be, valuable information for the owner of the premises.

The first part of the process, evaluation of the development of the fire, is relatively straightforward. The field of engineering has grown in this area during recent decades and there are a number of textbooks dealing with this subject [8] [9]. Comprehensive handbooks are also available, for example [10].

Regarding the second part of the analysis, optimisation of the fire-fighting operation, the number of engineering models available is smaller. No handbooks are available and knowledge is more fragmented in research reports.
Dimensioning of manual fire fighting
(Papers I and V)

In the previously referred licentiate dissertation [7], an overview of methods of dimensioning, depending on the choice of extinguishing medium was presented. Note that dimensioning here refers primarily to the amount of extinguishing agent required. This, in turn, will give rise to a demand for resources in terms of equipment and personnel.

Low- and medium-expansion foam
The use of low- and medium-expansion foam is commonly associated with the extinction of fires in pools of flammable liquids. The dimensioning model is empirical, and is based on a two-dimensional approach. The surface area of the fire is estimated and multiplied by a flow rate obtained experimentally or from tables [11] [12]. The type of fuel affects the dimensioning, e.g. polar or non-polar. The type of foam concentrate, e.g. film forming or alcohol resistant, also has an effect on the dimensioning. The heat radiating from the fire breaks down the foam at a rate of about 0.01-0.03 m/min, depending on the type of foam and the radiation level [13]. There are recommendations for the required flow in l/m²min considering the type of fuel, the type of foam concentrate and the foam number (the relation between expanded and non-expanded foam volume flow). If the desired flow rate per unit area is known, the total flow rate, i.e. the number of foam nozzles required can be calculated. With a given submerging time, increased with a sufficient safety margin in case of re-ignition, the total volume of water and foam concentrate can be estimated. In the case of large pool fires (above the order of 1000 m²), the rate of foam spread over the fuel surface becomes important [14].

Medium-expansion foam is also used to fight fires in concealed spaces, e.g. attics, but there are no standards for dimensioning. When applicable, the same principles may be used as for high-expansion foam, i.e. to fill the space with foam before the fire has caused unacceptable damage. The main difference between high-expansion and medium-expansion foam is the foam number, which may be a factor of 10 lower for medium-expansion foam, requiring a flow of water and foam concentrate ten times higher than for high-expansion foam.
**High-expansion foam**

Empirical models are available for dimensioning of fire-fighting attacks using high-expansion foam. The main difference between these models and models for low- and medium-expansion foam is that when dealing with high-expansion foam, three dimensions are involved, rather than two. Instead of a pool surface area, the volume of the fire room or the volume necessary to cover the highest hazard is the dimensioning parameter. The foam discharge rate is then calculated based on a desired submerging time, e.g. 3-6 min depending on the scenario [15], or a desired height increase, e.g. 1 m/min [16]. High-expansion foam is sensitive to wind and is therefore best used indoors.

The discharge rate is compensated for foam shrinkage, normally about 0.1 m/min for filling rooms not affected by fire, and for foam leakage. The foam will shrink even more in some situations, e.g. in the presence of hot smoke or heat radiation. At 10 kW/m², foam breakdown is about 0.2 m/min and at 20 kW/m² it increases to about 0.4 m/min, depending on, for example, the type of foam concentrate, the expansion ratio and the source of heat affecting the foam layer [17]. As in the case of pool fires, there must be sufficient back-up resources to maintain the foam layer until extinction is assured.

**Dry powder**

Regarding the effectiveness of portable fire extinguishers, dry powder is the extinguishing agent with the highest extinction capacity. Dry powder is also available in large units. Dry powder is, however, not a single substance. Mixtures of, for example, NH₄H₂PO₄, (NH₄)₂SO₄, KCl, KHCO₃, and NaHCO₃ are used, all of them having different extinction efficiencies. The size of the powder grains affects the efficiency; small powder grains having a higher extinction capacity than larger grains [18]. There is also a difference in the degree of protection against re-ignition, depending on the type of powder.

Unlike foam, which interacts with the fire at the fuel surface, dry powder extinguishes flames in the gas phase. Therefore, dimensioning is more complex. An experimentally determined measure of the effectiveness of dry powder is given by the REMP value, the relation between the mass flow of extinguishing medium and the mass flow of fuel gases at extinction [19]. The lower the REMP value, the more efficient the dry powder. For pool fires, the REMP value is commonly of the order of 1.0 to 1.5, depending on the type of powder. If the mass loss rate of fuel is known, it
is possible to estimate the required flow rate of dry powder. One problem in using this approach is that the application efficiency must be estimated. When applying dry powder to a fire, a large proportion of the powder does not participate in extinction. Also, dry powder has the disadvantage of giving poor protection against re-ignition. This means that powder can be used to suppress a fire using its superior extinguishing potential, but should be followed by an attack using water or foam to ensure extinction.

**Gaseous extinguishing media**

As with dry powder, gaseous extinguishing medium is not a single substance, but rather a number of different gases or gas mixtures [20] [10, Ch. 4.6, 4.7]. Many gases are used in permanent extinguishing systems (both local and total flooding) but only a limited number are used in manual fire fighting. Carbon dioxide (CO₂) is common in fire extinguishers and halon 1211 was common before it was banned for environmental reasons. Fire brigades do not often use gaseous extinguishing agents. When they do, it is for special applications, for example, smouldering fires in silos, where no other extinguishing agent has proved efficient.

By using the REMP value in a similar way as for dry powder, dimensioning of the extinction of ventilated fires using gaseous agents is possible. The REMP value is about 10 times higher for most gases than for dry powders. Estimations of the demand for fighting fires in enclosures are possible using the concentration of extinguishing agent necessary to extinguish diffusion flames or premixed flames. This is the same concept as that used when designing a permanent total flooding system. For diffusion flames, the required concentration of extinguishing agent increases with the level of external heat radiation and with the size of the fire, which was demonstrated in Paper VI. A system using gaseous extinguishing medium designed to extinguish a fire in its early stage therefore requires a lower concentration than a manually operated system facing a fire that has developed to give re-radiation from flames and smoke, which is not uncommon when fire brigades are involved in fire fighting.

**Water**

A survey of existing empirical models for determining the need of water for manual fire fighting was made in Paper III. The differences between the models and the coarseness of their predictions unfortunately mean that
any reasonably experienced fire fighter could give a better prediction. In spite of water being the agent most commonly used to fight fires, surprisingly little information is available on the dimensioning of fire fighting using water. One approach is to use the energy released by the fire and the energy required to evaporate water, to calculate the required water flow for extinction [7]. This method has been adopted in a broader concept by the Australian authorities [21].

There are also a small number of theoretical models. The Fire Demand Model, FDM, is based on conservation of energy, mass and momentum in a control volume, the fire room [22]. For some applications it gives a water demand of the right order of magnitude. The model was, however, developed for the situation of a ventilation-controlled fire in one room, with manually applied water sprays through openings, which limits the range of application of the model. In the FDM, defining a mean surface temperature and a mean gas temperature at extinction sets the extinction criterion.

SPLASH models the interaction between sprinkler sprays and the buoyant smoke layer of a fire [23]. This situation is quite different from that encountered in manual fire fighting primarily because the application of water is downwards through the smoke, rather than sideways, and also because the spray is continuous and fixed in space rather than being controlled and moved around by a fire fighter.

Concerning more fundamental models, CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) has not yet reached far enough to be able to predict the process of extinction, although attempts have been made, for example, by using a concept of superdrops [24]. This study, however, also concerns sprinkler spray.

This means that there is a lack of quantified and scientifically evaluated models for estimating the demand for resources during manual fire suppression in buildings using water. In fact, knowledge is even lacking regarding the mechanisms behind water as an extinguishing agent. Work was therefore initiated to provide the necessary understanding to develop such models.
Statistically based dimensioning of fire fighting
(Papers II and III)

The first step is to ascertain whether current statistical information can be used to determine the demand for extinguishing media. In Paper II, an investigation was presented of fire data collected by fire investigators of the London Fire Brigade. The first observation is that information is mostly available concerning fires fought with water, although this is not always explicitly stated. Other extinguishing agents do not occur often in the statistics, which sets a limit on the statistical approach to dimensioning.

In most cases, the fire-fighting operation did not actually determine the final spread of the fire. The evidence supporting this statement is that no statistically significant correlation was found between the fire area and the time to fire brigade intervention for fires in general. Most fires had already been contained upon the arrival of the fire brigade. The reason for this can be explained as follows. Many small fires are ignited and spread fairly rapidly over the object first ignited. Thereafter, it takes some time for the fire to spread to the next object, or the fire may not spread. If, for example, a waste-paper basket is burning in the corner of a room with non-combustible linings on the walls behind and in the ceiling above, it is of minor importance from a fire spread point of view, if the delay before fire brigade intervention is five or fifteen minutes. Smoke production may cause other damage not included in this study, e.g. injury to people. In another case, there may be combustible lining materials close to the waste-paper basket, leading to a rapid spread of fire. In this case there will be no significant difference whether five or fifteen minutes elapsed before fire brigade intervention, as the fire will already have spread and possibly reached flashover anyway. Only for fires still spreading upon the arrival of the fire brigade will the fire area be correlated with the time to fire brigade intervention. The description of what is actually burning is important and is commonly poorly described in fire brigade statistics.

Real fires may very well lead to flashover, but there are also phases of more or less steady state between the flame spread phases. These phases may be, for example, from the time the first object is involved to the spread to the second object, from fire in single objects to a flashover fire, from fire in one room to the spread of fire to the second room, and so on. This spreading of fire is normally not presented in fire investigations.

In a survey of 1541 Swedish industrial fires [25], using fire brigade data [26], information is available on the involvement in the fire at fire brigade
arrival and at fire extinction. This is shown in Figure 2. Fires extinguished upon arrival and fires only producing smoke (39% of all fires) are not included in the material.

![Figure 2. Fire spread at fire brigade arrival and at extinction according to Swedish statistics [25].](image)

The figure illustrates two things, both in accordance with the English data presented in Paper II. First, the majority of fires remain small, actually contained within the first object ignited. Secondly, most fire spread has occurred before the arrival of the fire brigade, which means that most fires are self-contained.

In Paper III, the water required to extinguish fires was compared for actual fires, experiments and dimensioning models. It was concluded that there is a large variation in the water flow rates, regarding both flow rates actually used, and those suggested by dimensioning models. Interestingly, the study revealed that fire tests simulating manual suppression were comparable to real fires in terms of water demand. The use of water is roughly proportional to the square root of the fire area, a relation that was consistent with previous studies.

The interpretation of statistical data is largely dependent on the definition of variables, e.g. the size of the fire. An estimate of the rate of heat release
is, in most cases, not possible for real fires. Usually, not even the fuel surface area is known. Some statistics are based on a measure of the horizontal fire area, but the majority of investigations, e.g. [25], give a qualitative rather than a quantitative measure.

One reason for the large variation in flow rates stems from the definition of fire area. See Figure 3. In most statistics and dimensioning models, the fire is expressed in terms of floor area or horizontal fire area. This means that a pile of wooden pallets would require the same amount of extinguishing agent regardless of height, which is of course not correct. In Paper IV, the difference between the fuel area and the floor area was found to be at least a factor of 2 for office buildings. At a lumberyard the difference is much higher.

![Diagram showing exposed fuel surface area and floor area or horizontal fire area.](image)

*Figure 3. How should the fire area be defined, and how should the fuel be described to make best use of statistics?*

The control time or the extinguishing duration is another parameter that must be well defined in order to be able to interpret the data. In Paper IV, it is described why there is a difference of at least a factor of 5 between the control time defined as the time when the fuel starts to gain weight, and the extinguishing duration defined as the time when the fire fighter ceases to apply water to the fire. A fire fighter is not satisfied by controlling the fire, he wants to extinguish it.

Another factor not taken into account in most statistics is the relation between the control time and the flow rate, as shown in Figure 3 in Paper IV. A higher flow rate normally leads to the fire being controlled in a shorter time. Comparing the total mass of water with the flow rate gives the shape of a fishhook. There is an optimum flow rate above and below which the total mass of water increases.
Statistics have the potential to reveal general trends. It is, however, not possible to use statistics in their present form to dimension specific firefighting operations. There are some major reasons for this:

- The amount and distribution of fuel, which is not sufficiently described in fire brigade investigations, govern the fire spread and the energy release of the fire.
- There is little information about who is actually doing what at fire scenes and the extinction time is generally obscured by other events.
- There is a large spread in fire brigade statistics, depending on reasons not fully known or investigated.
- Status quo is encouraged when statistics are used, rather than development and improvement.

It should be stressed that this does not mean that statistics are useless. Fire statistics are of great importance in determining, for example, failure frequencies of fire safety systems or in determining ignition sources. Also, in Paper IV, statistics were used to validate extinction theory. If specific types of fires are to be investigated, it is also important to get an overview to identify fires of interest.
Most aspects of extinction can be explained using thermal extinction theory. For example, the extinction of a diffusion flame above a (solid) fuel surface can be explained by using the energy balance at the fuel surface. In Paper IV, this thermal extinction theory is explained and exemplified.

Normally, the energy from a flame re-radiated and convected to a fuel surface is balanced by the evaporation of fuel and heat losses from the surface, as shown in Figure 4. By adding water to the burning fuel surface, the mass loss rate of the volatile fuel decreases below the level required to sustain combustion. The droplet size should be greater than 0.5 mm in this situation, otherwise the droplets may evaporate in the smoke before reaching the fuel surface.

The evaporated water also decreases the oxygen content of the gas mixture, thereby changing the combustion limits. In Paper IV, it was
shown that the oxygen mass concentration at the extinction limit was reduced from 21% to about 16%, assuming total water evaporation and combustion under stoichiometric conditions. Surface cooling being the dominating extinction effect is the reason behind the well-known instruction on almost every fire extinguisher: *Aim nozzle at base of flames,* or in Swedish: *Rikta strålen mot lågornas bas.*

The consequences of the thermal extinction theory are, for example, that the fuel loss rate, the oxygen concentration and the flame temperature reach a limit at extinction. Concerning wood, the mass loss rate decreases to a level of about 0.0055 kg/m²s at extinction [27] [10, Ch. 3-4]. The oxygen volume concentration falls and at the same time, the adiabatic flame temperature decreases below about 1600 K [8] [28].

This explains to the fire triangle, sometimes used to elucidate the process of extinction. According to the fire triangle, fuel, oxygen and heat are needed to maintain the fire and extinction is achieved by removing one of them. This does not give the whole perspective of extinction, as the required fuel, oxygen and heat is a reflection of other, governing properties. The relation between the velocity of gases, i.e. the mechanical time scale, and the speed of chemical reactions, i.e. the chemical time scale, explains extinction better. At low Froude numbers, the buoyancy or the gravitation primarily governs the velocity of the gases. The concentrations of fuel and oxygen and the presence of thermal ballast or chemical inhibitors, govern the speed of the chemical reaction. A sustained chain reaction is sometimes added to the fire triangle making it into a fire tetrahedron. But, in the end, when the time required for the chemical reactions exceeds the time taken to replenish the reactants, the flame will be extinguished.
Water as extinguishing agent
(Papers IV and V)

In previous chapters, and in Paper III, no regard was taken of how the water was applied. In Paper IV, on the other hand, it was assumed that the water hit the fuel surface. To be able to successfully determine the water demand, one must make clear which effect is desired.

Water can be used as an extinguishing agent in many situations, both offensively and defensively, as described in the first part of Paper IV and shown in Figure 5. It can be used directed onto the flames, the hot gases produced, the heated surfaces of the room, the fuel surface or the fuel not yet involved in the fire. The water may be applied in one of these five ways, giving different effects on the fire itself and on the possibility to approach the fire. In some of these cases, the conditions for fire fighters in the room worsen, while in others the conditions improve. What is most effective against the fire is not necessarily best for the fire fighters.

Figure 5. Water can be applied at different places in a room on fire with different effects, depending on the purpose and the options.
Cooling of the flames below the adiabatic flame temperature is the main aim when applying water droplets to flames. Applying the water droplets in the hot smoke does not primarily lead to an interaction with the solid fuel. It may, however, be necessary to cool the smoke to enable the fire fighters to enter the room. If the smoke reaches a temperature and a concentration of combustible gases high enough to ignite when mixed with air, it is also appropriate to apply water droplets to the smoke to lower the temperature and to increase its content of water vapour. The water will act like an inert gas.

Cooling of the fuel, thus preventing fuel gasification and thereby quenching the flame, is the main effect when water is applied to the fuel surface. Charred material is porous and will therefore easily absorb water. The flow rate of water necessary to extinguish a fire when applied in this way was evaluated in Paper IV.

Applying water to fuel surfaces not yet involved in the fire is, in contrary to other measures discussed here, a defensive, rather than an offensive way of using water. It requires a lower flow rate per unit surface area but on the other hand, the water must be applied for a longer period. By preventing other fuels from becoming involved, the fire will eventually run out of fuel.

Finally, by applying the water to hot surfaces, steam will be generated which may under very specific conditions inert the room. Unfortunately, the Leidenfrost effect means that this method of applying water has quite a low efficiency. Leidenfrost discovered and described how water drops on a horizontal metal surface at hundreds of degrees Celsius may survive for several seconds without evaporating, due to the build-up of an insulating layer of water vapour between the drop and the hot metal [29]. The conductivity of the vapour then governs the evaporation rate.

As mentioned above, all these effects are linked together. Water evaporated at a fuel surface can, for example, make the smoke inert. There are also other effects, for example, the stirring of fire gases due to the water flow and to steam generation.

A serious problem during fire fighting in general seems to be the distribution of water. In some cases problems are related to finding the seat of the fire and applying a nozzle, after which the fire can be put out with relative ease.

The distribution of water is a also a question of delivering the required water density at a given distance between the nozzle and the fuel surface, a
distribution that may be restricted in various ways. There may be physical obstacles, or the distance of travel through hot smoke may be so long that the droplets evaporate before reaching the target. In Paper V it was concluded that a row of pallets, as shown in Figure 6, is a sufficient obstacle to prevent the water spray from the nozzle from penetrating to the row behind. High levels of radiation, particular hazards or physical barriers can also stop the fire fighters from approaching the fire, leading to a long distance between the nozzle and the fuel surface. These are some of the main reasons why fighting fires in warehouses using water may be compared with trying to put out a fire in a charcoal stack.

![Figure 6. Fuel arrangement in the tests described in Paper V. The front row of pallets was sufficient to prevent water from reaching the row of pallets behind.](image)

The amount of water actually reaching the fuel surface governs the extinguishing effect. As shown in Paper IV, there is a correlation between the control time and the water flow rate per unit of the area fuel. There is also a correlation between the total water demand and the flow rate.
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The thermal extinction theory is valid not only for fuel surface cooling effects, but also for gas phase extinction. In a fire in a room equipped with a total flooding system employing a gaseous extinguishing agent, almost no extinguishing medium reaches the fuel surface. Instead, altering the concentrations of air, fuel vapour and extinguishing medium to the non-flammable region quenches the flame.

Normally, total flooding systems using a gaseous extinguishing agent are dimensioned using concentrations obtained using a cup burner, in combination with a safety factor. In Paper VI, it was shown experimentally that the safety factor obtained is affected by the external heat flux. This is also predicted by the thermal extinction theory. In addition, the safety factor is affected by the size of fire. The increased demand for extinguishing medium when fighting fires affected by external heat radiation is the main reason for the topic being discussed here, in spite of the low frequency of fire-fighting operations using gaseous extinguishing media.

Most gaseous extinguishing agents are inert and chemically stable in flames. However, some of the possible candidates for replacing halons decompose and actually participate in combustion. This can be seen from measurements of the heat release rate, but can also be observed visually. Figure 8 shows tests using methanol and Figure 9 show tests where heptane was burned and where gaseous extinguishing agents were used.

The first photograph in each sequence shows the fuel burning, well ventilated, in pure air. Photographs 2 and 3 show the flame when HFC blend A is added at 80% of the extinction concentration and near extinction. Photographs 4 and 5 show the corresponding case for HFC-227ea. Note, however, that the test using methanol and HFC-227ea ran out of extinguishing medium before extinction. The maximum concentration reached was 8.4%.
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Figure 7. Methanol flames affected by gaseous extinguishing agents. The fuel cup diameter was 0.150 m.

Figure 8. Heptane flames affected by gaseous extinguishing agents. The scale is the same as in the methanol tests above. Photographs 4 and 5 have a slightly different colour due to the settings of the camera.
Conclusions

Through fire pre-planning, the size of possible fires can be estimated in terms of, for example, burning fuel area or heat release rate. It is important to observe that the time-scale of the fire is, to a large extent, determined by the rate of fire spread. Thereafter, an evaluation of the means of suppression can be made in each case. During this process, different fire scenarios are identified which put different demands on the fire brigade, in terms of material resources and in terms of strategy and planning. Scenarios are identified in advance in which the fire brigade will not be able to extinguish the fire in an offensive way, and the owner of the premises should be made aware of this. This process is one way of ensuring that an officer in command understands the context of the fire and can optimise the fire-fighting operation.

Extinction can be largely explained by thermal extinction theory. It is clear that the dominating effect in the suppression of fires using manually applied water sprays, is that of cooling the fuel surface, thereby stopping the mass loss of fuel. Gas-phase extinction does not dominate, except with water mist systems, but cooling and thus contracting the smoke is, in some cases, necessary to enable the fire fighters to approach the fire. It has been shown that one reason, presumably the main one, for extinction not to occur is an uneven distribution of extinguishing medium. Even if all fuel surfaces are not exposed to the cooling effects of the extinguishing medium, it is likely that the fire fighters will prevent the fire from spreading. Steady state may remain until the fire runs out of fuel, or the fire fighters reposition.

The use of water in fire-fighting operations is not adequately described using the present method of collecting statistics. Water flow meters on fire engines will give a much better estimate of the water consumption during extinction of a fire than any subjective judgement of the fire officer. Also, to make the data of greater use, information regarding the type, amount and layout of the fuel can be included.

Thermal extinction theory is a good start towards the understanding of extinction, but there is a need for a deeper theory and also for it to be applied. The computer program Fire Demand Model gives a fairly good representation of the effects of water application. It is, however, limited to a one-zone, ventilation-controlled scenario with external fire fighting. The development of CFD based on fundamental physics and chemistry has not yet produced models suitable for manual fire suppression. Besides, none of
the models mentioned here deals with the problems concerning the application of suppressants, an area that requires further attention.

Above all, the need is great need for a textbook in the area of fire suppression, as the existing knowledge is fragmented and not easily accessible. By collecting information on different methods of fighting fires and their pros and cons, demands and limitations, comparisons between them will be simplified and the likelihood of fire fighters choosing the optimum method for each specific fire will increase. Training is important, because it is unlikely that the models for estimating the demand for water will be as simple as those for high-expansion foam.

In this work, and indeed in most work carried out on manual fire suppression, the human factor is left out, to a large extent. The suppression capability of fire fighters is likely to depend on their physical fitness, their skill and training. This is a virgin research area and as knowledge accumulates on the more technical aspects of fire suppression, a demand for research on the human aspects will almost certainly arise.
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